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n December 
2013, ‘Washoku, 
traditional dietary 
cultures of the 

Japanese’ was added to 
UNESCO’s Intangible 
Cultural Heritage list. 
Developed by a people 
whose characteristic 
history and climate have 
engendered an abiding 
respect for nature, 
washoku not only supports 
Japan’s healthy eating 
habits but also takes on 
the important role of 
connecting people and 
regions.
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JAPAN-VIET NAM SUMMIT MEETING

ON March 18, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe 
held talks with H.E. Mr. Truong Tan Sang, 
President of the Socialist Republic of Viet 

Nam, at the Prime Minister’s Office.
Following this, the Prime Minister hosted a 

banquet at the Prime Minister’s Official Residence 
and said in his address,

“Today, we are seeing the strengthening of the 
Japan-Viet Nam relationship in a variety of areas. 
The people of Viet Nam are our friends as well as our 
important partners in Asia that we both call home. 

It was not by chance that Viet Nam was chosen as 
the destination of my first overseas visit last year, just 
20 days after I assumed the office of Prime Minister. 
In January of last year in Hanoi, His Excellency the 
President welcomed me by referring to the saying that 
the first visitor of the new year brings in happiness.  

When I met His Excellency during APEC in 
October, we not only deepened our discussion on 
security and economics; His Excellency also extended 
kind words of congratulations on Tokyo’s successful 

bid to host the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic 
Games. 

And during today’s summit meeting, His 
Excellency and I affirmed that we would 
strengthen the Japan-Viet Nam relationship in 
a variety of spheres based on mutual trust and 
mature the relationship as a broad strategic 
partnership, as well as work closely on regional and 
international issues.  

Last year, we celebrated the 40th anniversary of 
the establishment of diplomatic relations between 
our two countries in the form of the Japan-Viet 
Nam Friendship Year, and many cultural events 
were held. At this banquet, we are joined by those 
who contributed to these events. Together with 
their efforts, let us elevate the Japan-Viet Nam 
relationship to even greater heights.”

Photographs and text courtesy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
Japan and the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the Government 
of Japan.

Prime Minister Abe shaking hands with H.E. Mr. Truong Tan Sang, President of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam
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Washoku
Japanese Food Goes Global

In December 2013, ‘Washoku, traditional dietary cultures 
of the Japanese’ was added to UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural 
Heritage list. From here, traditional Japanese washoku 
is expected only to grow in popularity around the world. 
Developed by a people whose characteristic history and 
climate have engendered an abiding respect for nature, 
washoku not only supports Japan’s healthy eating habits 
but takes on the important role of connecting people and 
regions. 

While Japan has a rich food culture that embraces a 
variety of dishes, from tempura and sukiyaki to ramen and 
curry, the characteristic umami of traditional Japanese 
cuisine has still been preserved to this day. Umami includes 
the flavor of kelp and dried bonito that forms the base of 
Japanese soup stock, and has been recognized along with 
sweetness, sourness, saltiness and bitterness as the fifth 
sense of taste. First identified by a Japanese professor in 
1908, the term has now come into popular use around the 
world.

In this edition, we dive into the world of washoku’s rich 
culture as well as exploring the agricultural and marine 
products – and global market initiatives – that support it.

Feature WASHOKU
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RIEKO SUZUKI

Interview: 
Yoshihiro 
Murata
Japanese umami : makes for 
healthier global cuisine

Owner, Kikunoi Restaurants

IN December 2013, Japan’s traditional washoku 
cuisine was recognized by UNESCO as an 
element of Intangible Cultural Heritage. 

Previously selected cuisines include French 
gastronomy and the Mediterranean diet, but 
this is the first time the daily cuisine of an entire 
nation has been included as a cultural property. 

So just what is behind the appeal of washoku? 
We spoke with Yoshihiro Murata, owner of 
Kikunoi, a traditional Japanese restaurant in 
Kyoto and chairman of the board of the Japanese 
Culinary Academy, a nonprofit organization 
promoting the spread of Japanese cuisine.
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What do you feel were the 
biggest reasons Japanese cuisine 
was selected as an element of 
World Heritage?

First would be the way Japanese 
food is closely tied to Japan’s 
traditional rites and rituals. For 
example, we can see from how on 
New Year’s morning everyone eats 
traditional osechi-ryori (special 
food served in stacked boxes), or 
how local communities will have 
outdoor imonikai taro-cooking 
parties, that Japanese culture and 
communication are deeply tied 
to the act of eating. The second 
reason is washoku’s seasonal 
quality. Third is its emphasis on 
the ingredients’ natural flavors. 
And fourth, Japanese cuisine is 
healthy.

What's  the background and 
history of Japanese food culture?

Previously, Japan was a closed 
society for approximately 200 
years, while Buddhist culture 
forbade eating four-legged animals. 
It was during this period that 
Japanese cuisine developed its 
unique traditions. We might also 
say our serious temperament 
and passion for research have 
greatly contributed to continuous 
improvements in the quality of 
Japan’s ingredients. Whether it’s 
fruit, vegetables or anything else, 

Japanese food is truly delicious. 
It has an excellent worldwide 
reputation. This is the result of our 
farmers’ dedicated efforts.

What has been the overseas 
reaction to the savory umami 
quality of Japanese cuisine? 

René Redezpi, chef at 
Denmark’s Noma restaurant – 
which has been ranked the top 
restaurant in the world – has 
studied Japanese cuisine. Rather 
than traditional bonito flakes, 
he uses ‘deer flakes’ to lend his 
food a deep savory umami. Other 
young chefs around the globe are 
actively studying Japanese food 
and bringing umami to their plates 
as well. In France alone, there 
are already 20 one- and two-star 
Michelin restaurants headed by 
Japanese chefs. Based on the high 
regard their dishes attract, we can 
see that more and more people 
overseas are coming to appreciate 
the distinctive umami flavor. 
French cuisine makes copious 
use of oils and fats, but the latest 
research has found that if you 
increase the amount of umami in 
a meal, the diner’s satisfaction 
remains unchanged even if the 
amount of fat is reduced. In 
short, umami has the potential to 
make cuisine around the world 
healthier.

It goes without saying that 
Japanese food has a global 
reputation for being healthy.

A full course of French food 
comprises 23 plates and comes in 
at 2,500 kilocalories. By contrast, 
Japan’s traditional multi-course 
kaiseki cuisine has 69 plates 
before dessert, yet the calorie 
count reaches only around 1,000 
kilocalories. Only Japanese cuisine 
offers a full-course meal with such 
a variety of ingredients and such a 
low calorie count.  

What should Japan be doing 
to make washoku better known 
overseas?

Washoku today is still just 
a seedling. For it to extend its 
branches and become a towering 
tree on the world stage, the key 
is to not restrict it with narrow 
definitions or rules. It’s best if 
people in different countries 
interpret washoku to fit their needs 
and lifestyles, making it suitable to 
their country’s tastes. Moreover, 
both the government and Japanese 
people at large should share the 
appeal of Japanese food with 
the world, broadcasting that 
information far and wide, and take 
steps to allow young chefs to come 
to Japan to study washoku in detail 
for themselves. 
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Interview: 
Masayuki 
Yamashita

Aiming for a greater share 
of the global market

Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries

TAMI KAWASAKI

AS Japanese cuisine begins to 
draw global attention following 
its recognition by UNESCO as an 

element of Intangible Cultural Heritage, 
the Japanese government and people alike 
are working together to bring Japan’s food 
culture and industries to the world at large. 
We sat down with Masayuki Yamashita, 
Director-General of the Food Industry 
Affairs Bureau at the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), to ask him 
about the strategies Japan is deploying to 
reach global markets.
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Japanese food is enjoying 
renewed interest around the 
globe. What changes will we see 
coming out of this latest UNESCO 
recognition?

The original objective behind 
UNESCO recognition was for 
Japanese people to take a fresh 
look at our own culture and 
think about how to preserve it 
for generations to come. It was 
widely covered in the media, so 
the news has drawn considerable 
attention within the country. 
We feel this has begun to pave 
the way for a fresh reappraisal 
of Japanese cuisine. At the same 
time, this has overlapped with a 
global trend favoring Japanese 
food, which presents a business 
opportunity for Japanese cuisine. 
Japanese restaurants overseas 
are on the rise: there were 
55,000 shops as of 2013, while in 
the same year Japan exported 
about $5.5 billion in agricultural, 
forestry, fishery and food   
products, its highest total ever.

In terms of strategies to 
promote Japanese food culture, 
what concrete policies and 
targets have been implemented 
by the current administration?

Numerous efforts are 
underway to promote Japanese 
cuisine. By partnering with 
industry, we’re aiming for a 
global rollout of the Japanese 
food industry and increased 

exports of agricultural, forestry, 
fishery and food products. Our 
goal is to secure the place of 
Japanese food in the global 
market, pushing a strategy 
founded on three core pillars: 
‘Made From Japan,’ ‘Made By 
Japan’ and ‘Made In Japan.’ We 
call this our ‘FBI strategy,’ for 
‘from,’ ‘by’ and ‘in.’  

‘Made From Japan’ involves 
the global culinary world using 
Japanese ingredients. ‘Made By 
Japan’ is our global rollout of 
Japanese food culture and food 
industries. We’re hosting small 
seminars overseas to train experts 
and relaxing visa requirements for 
chefs seeking to study abroad in 
Japan. ‘Made In Japan’ concerns 
our export strategy.  We are 
aiming to expand exports of 
agricultural, forestry, fishery and 
food products from 2013’s $5.5 
billion to $10 billion by 2020.

As Japanese food becomes 
increasingly well-known 
overseas, what do you see as key 
concerns going forward?

We welcome Japanese food 
intermingling with the local 
food culture of each region and 
fusing with regional diets. At 
the same time, foods like sushi 
and sashimi, pillars of Japanese 
cuisine, require special expertise 
and handling, such as the regular 
replacement of chopping boards 
to ensure a hygienic cutting 

surface. We feel this knowledge 
of food safety and hygiene goes 
hand-in-hand with Japanese food 
culture, so it’s vital we share this 
knowledge overseas.

What steps is the administration 
taking to promote Japanese food 
at home in Japan?

Using the UNESCO designation 
as a starting point, we want 
to increase Japanese people’s 
awareness of our native food 
culture through seminars on food, 
symposia on regional Japanese 
cuisine and other events geared 
at both consumers and those 
in the food industry. Japanese 
cuisine is  nutritiously balanced, 
and we want to promote these 
benefits at nationwide events. We 
also want children – the future 
stewards of this country – to 
continue to appreciate Japanese 
culinary traditions, so we’re 
promoting serving traditional 
Japanese food for school lunches. 
By raising domestic awareness 
in this way, we want to be poised 
for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and 
Paralympic Games and, true to 
the ‘omotenashi’ spirit of Japanese 
hospitality, convey the charms 
of Japanese food to our guests 
from overseas. It’s our fervent 
hope that they’ll be able to enjoy 
the delicious flavor and joy that 
come with eating this epitome of 
food.   



FOOD VALLEY 
TOKACHI

2

Hokkaido brand finds 
international success

1

KENJI WAKAMIYA

TOKACHI is a region in southeastern 
Hokkaido made up of 19 cities, towns 
and villages, including the city of 

Obihiro. Situated on the broad Tokachi 
Plain, the region is among Japan’s foremost 
food production bases, boasting clean air 
and water, over 2,000 hours of sunshine 
a year and a cultivated acreage of 39.4 
hectares per farmstead (about 18 times 
the national average). With large-scale 
farm crops including wheat, beans and 
potatoes, Tokachi is also home to advanced 
agricultural research, hosting an agricultural 
university and a number of agriculture-
related businesses and research institutions.

One of Tokachi’s leading crops is the 
Tokachi Kawanishi variety of yam. 21,405 
tons of these yams were produced in 2012, 
with exports reaching a record high of 3,000 
tons at a total value of roughly $9 million. 

Overseas exports of Tokachi Kawanishi 
yams began in 1999. “Exports started 
when plentiful harvests led to a drop in 
prices,” explains Yasuhiro Ikemori, who 
works in agricultural growth coordination 
and planning at Obihiro City Hall. Yam 
production at that time had increased 
rapidly, resulting in supply vastly exceeding 
domestic demand, and bringing about a steep 
decline in prices. Prices had already been 
trending downward as Japan transitioned to 
the nuclear family model, with customers 
moving away from larger yams that smaller 
families were now unable to finish eating.

Producers sought to adjust domestic prices 
by exporting their surplus yams to Taiwan. 
They had discovered that people in Taiwan 
used these yams in medicinal cooking, 
referring to them as ‘mountain medicine.’ 
Whiter in color and richer in flavor than 
those grown locally, Tokachi’s yams gained 
a strong following in Taiwan. And while 
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1    Tokachi Plain
2    Harvesting Tokachi Kawanishi yams 
3    Tokachi Kawanishi yam farm
4    Tokachi Kawanishi yams
5    Makoto Yoshida (left) and Yasuhiro Ikemori 

4

5

these yams are typically grated and eaten in small 
quantities in Japan, in Taiwanese cooking they're 
regularly used in stews, meaning customers there 
favored the large size that had dropped in value in 
Japan. 

Tokachi growers successfully increased exports 
year by year, and domestic prices stabilized. Sales 
were further expanded to the U.S. in 2007, and in 
2008 the Kawanishi yam sorting facility became 
the world’s first root-vegetable plant to obtain 
certification under the HACCP (Hazard Analysis and 
Critical Control Points) International food sanitation 
standard. Today, all the region’s farmers maintain 
thorough systems of safety and quality control, 
carrying out independent initiatives that include: 
a tracking database for vegetables shipped to local 
agricultural cooperatives, a Tokachi version of GAP 
(Good Agricultural Practices) that aims to bring about 
improvements through checklist-based management 
of onsite production processes, and voluntary 
pesticide residue testing. 

“Tokachi’s unique value will be realized through 
specialization in safe, secure products,” Ikemori 
explains. “Without specialization, we’ll be no 
different from any other agricultural region.” He 
adds that Tokachi’s exports were largely unaffected 
by the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011.

Beginning in 2011, Tokachi has been aiming to 
advance the local economy through promotion of 
the Food Valley Tokachi philosophy. The concept 
is aimed at enriching the local economy through 
three core principles: (1) Producing safe and secure 
agricultural, forestry and fishery products in 
Tokachi; (2) providing added value by processing in 
Tokachi; and (3) expanding sales inside and outside 
Japan by capitalizing on Tokachi’s brand strength. “It 
all comes down to advancing these three principles 
and raising the quality of our products,” says Makoto 
Yoshida, who coordinates Food Valley Tokachi 
projects and communications at Obihiro City Hall. 
“Through these efforts, we want the people of 
Tokachi to feel pride and affection for the land on 
which they live. This is the hope that inspires Food 
Valley Tokachi.”  
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EDIBLE 
DIAMONDS

Japanese fruit beloved around the world

RIEKO SUZUKI

IT would be no exaggeration to say that the 
delicious flavor of Japanese fruit comes as a 
shock to many people from other countries. 

Not only does Japanese fruit look good, it’s sweet, 
fragrant, juicy and each piece is full of personality. 

The high price tag also comes as a surprise to 
many foreigners. It’s even said that eating Japanese 
fruit is considered a symbol of affluence in some 
countries.

In the large cities of Asia, where economic and 
industrial development have led to rapid growth in 

prosperity, Japanese fruit can be purchased at many 
major supermarkets and Japan-related shops. Though 
still priced as a luxury item when considered in light 
of typical household income, Japanese fruit is being 
enjoyed abroad by more and more people every year, 
with a corresponding increase in both reputation 
and sales. A simple piece of fruit may not technically 
count as Japanese cuisine in the same way as tempura 
or sukiyaki, but there’s no question that Japanese 
fruit possesses a level of quality all its own.

“There has definitely been an increase in the 
number of customers from other countries buying 
fruit at our store,” says Ushio Oshima of Sembikiya-
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Sohonten, Ltd., a leading and long-established 
seller of high-grade Japanese fruit. “The number 
of customers from Asian countries is especially 
large.”

A wide variety of fruit comes into season over 
the course of Japan’s four varied seasons each 
year. Many of these fruits, like apples, grapes, 
strawberries and melons, are common in other 
countries as well – but when it comes to flavor 
and aroma, customers say Japanese fruit is on a 
completely different level. 

“When you try to produce a sweeter fruit, you 
have to thin out more of the crop to raise the sugar 

content, which means there will be less fruit on the 
market,” Oshima explains. “If you do that, the price 
will naturally rise.” Fruit was once a high-class item in 
Japan as well, and aside from mandarin oranges and 
Japanese persimmons, which had long been common 
food, the majority of it was restricted to the wealthy 
few who could afford to eat it. Average people only 
started eating the more high-end fruit on a day-to-day 
basis after World War II, and even then many fruits 
remained on the semi–luxury level for some time. 
The Japanese cultural tradition of giving fruit as a gift 
is largely a result of these historical circumstances. 
“Since they’re gifts, they have to taste good,” Oshima 
explains. “This is how Japanese people see it, and that 
may have ended up boosting the Japanese standard 
for fruit.”

“In an environment where you can grow large 
quantities of fruit on huge expanses of land, it’s 
generally best to sell a lot of produce at low prices, and 
in such a situation people probably won’t have very 
high expectations with regard to flavor or aroma. If 
you’re growing fruit on a limited amount of land as is 
the case in Japan, however, your harvest will naturally 
be limited. But because you have less space, you can 
also take more care to improve quality. Selling high-
quality, high-value produce, grown over time and 
with great effort even in small quantities, was the only 
way for Japanese farmers to increase their profits. Of 
course, Japanese people’s natural tendency to pursue 
tasks with diligence – along with the rather refined 
tastes of the average Japanese person – are also 
reasons why Japanese fruit has become so delicious.”

 Japan’s fruits have even been called ‘edible 
diamonds’ by buyers from abroad. Indeed, it may 
be precisely because fruit is available everywhere 
that the luxurious flavors achieved through careful 
application of Japanese techniques has led the 
nation's fruit to be loved all over the world.  

1 2

3

1    Sembikiya cherries and strawberries
2    Sembikiya musk melons
3    Ushio Oshima
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BREWING 
GLOBAL SAKE
Asahishuzo pushes the upper limits of quality

NOAM KATZ

DEEP in the mountains of Yamaguchi 
Prefecture, trucks and machinery 
work in a tiny village hugging a 

small, winding river. In Shutomachi Osogoe, 
construction is underway on a 12-storey 
building for Asahishuzo Co., Ltd., maker of 
the increasingly famous Dassai brand of sake. 
Once completed, the building will tower over 
the village like a bar graph illustrating the 
company’s stunning rise in the sake world.

This marks a stark contrast to the company’s 
state 25 years ago, when Asahishuzo was 
just a local brewer with a faltering brand, its 

products losing market share not only to other 
breweries but also to beer, wine, shochu and 
other beverages. “Many sake brewers, including 
ourselves, didn’t prioritize quality,” explains 
Kazuhiro Sakurai, the company’s executive vice 
president, “and as a result, sake became a minor 
player in the alcoholic beverage market.”

Hard times required drastic measures, 
and President Hiroshi Sakurai reinvented his 
company. He did away with its unremarkable 
flagship product, Asahi Fuji, and focused 
exclusively on premium junmai ginjo and junmai 
daiginjo pure-rice sake. 

Brewed through a characteristic Japanese 
formula, sake is predominantly composed of 
rice, koji mold spores and water. Top-tier sake 
is distinguished primarily by the degree to 
which its rice grains have been milled prior to 
brewing. Milling removes unwanted fat and 
protein from the outer part of the grain, leaving 
a higher percentage of starch for fermentation, 
which leads to improved flavor. While at least 
40 percent of the rice grain must be milled off 
for junmai ginjo sake, and more than 50 percent 
must be milled off to achieve first-class junmai 
daiginjo certification, Asahishuzo mills away 

Asahishuzo’s Dassai 23
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up to 77 percent of the rice grain - recognized 
as being close to the highest degree of milling 
for any sake in the world. In fact, the product 
names of Dassai 50, 45, 39 and 23 indicate the 
percentage of the grain remaining after milling.

As it reinvented itself, Asahishuzo made 
a point of listening to its customers’ voices, 
enhancing the products that were well-received 
and cutting those that weren’t. “Actually, we 
were lucky that our brand was weak in the local 
market,” Vice President Kazuhiro Sakurai says. 
“If we’d had a strong local brand, our existing 
local-area and Yamaguchi Prefecture markets 
would have made it difficult to adjust the taste of 
our product.”

At the same time, Asahishuzo began a process 
of modernization. It brought in centrifuges 
to process its top-end 23 and 39 sake, while 
installing refrigerated rooms gave the company 
a crucial advantage. Traditional sake requires a 
slow fermentation process that's only achievable 
in the low temperatures of the colder months. 
But refrigeration allowed the company to brew 
year-round. 

Traditional techniques still remain of course. 
During the fermentation process, Asahishuzo 
still utilizes the natural heat from fermenting 
rice in lieu of external heating equipment. And 
while it would be cheaper to have machines 
stir the steamed rice used to make the koji sake 
starter mold, this is still done by hand because 
machines might disintegrate the delicate rice 
grains. “We do all we can to protect the taste,” 
Kazuhiro Sakurai says.

Despite such efforts, success didn't come 
easily. Yamaguchi isn't particularly renowned as 
a sake-brewing region, and buyers in Osaka to 
the east and Kyushu to the south both spurned 
the company’s products. As a result, President 
Hiroshi Sakurai decided to leapfrog the local 
market and concentrate on building market 

share in Tokyo, even going door-to-door to sell 
his sake. 

The strategy worked, and growing popularity 
in Tokyo had the knock-on effect of generating 
demand in Osaka and Kyushu – and even on the 
company’s home turf in Yamaguchi. Dassai’s 
brand is now so highly regarded that it's even 
served at major diplomatic events. 

Kazuhiro Sakurai estimates that sake 
comprises only about 6 percent of the Japanese 
alcoholic beverage market, but combined with 
burgeoning interest in Japanese food overseas, 
there's much room for growth worldwide. The 
U.S. is already the company's top export market, 
and it plans to ramp up its presence in France 
with the 2014 Paris opening of a showroom 
based on its bar/store in Tokyo’s Kyobashi area. 
Asahishuzo products are already available in at 
least 17 countries. 

Market success and new construction 
notwithstanding, the company remains 
focused on quality over quantity, following 
the philosophy that its products represent sake 
for sipping not drinking or selling. Asahishuzo 
proves that success both at home and abroad can 
indeed come from the pursuit of quality.  

Stirring steamed rice by hand
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CUTTING 
EDGE
Tokyo Sushi Academy trains 
sushi chefs for the world

NOAM KATZ

STANDING among his students at the Tokyo 
Sushi Academy, Master Chef Osamu Nishida 
lays down his knife and summarizes the 

day’s objective: to skillfully arrange a small tray 
of sashimi in less than six minutes. Nishida’s large 
group of students comprise a diverse array of chefs 
and aspiring chefs from countries such as Estonia, 
the Philippines, the U.S., Mexico, Portugal, Taiwan, 
Greece, the U.K. and Germany, telling evidence of 
sushi’s popularity worldwide.

Founded in 2002, the Tokyo Sushi Academy claims 
to be Japan’s foremost trade school for Edomae 
sushi, a traditional Tokyo style of sushi that focuses 
on nigiri-zushi, or raw fish placed on balled and 
vinegared rice. In contrast to the ten-year learning 
process typically required of sushi apprentices, 

the school offers condensed yet comprehensive 
training that includes a year-long sushi chef 
course and an eight-week diploma course, the 
latter popular among foreign students who can 
participate on a tourist visa, as well as Japanese 
students with overseas experience eager to return 
abroad with their newfound skills.

Hiromi Sugiyama, corporate officer and 
director of the General Affairs Department at 
the academy, says that Asia, and particularly 
Southeast Asian countries such as Thailand, 
Singapore and Viet Nam, is where sushi is rapidly 
growing in popularity. The school opened a 
branch in Singapore in April 2013, offering 
English instruction that was appreciated not 
only by local students but also foreigners 
wanting to learn about sushi in English. The 
school also operates two restaurants in Hong 

1
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Kong and Guangzhou in China, which occasionally 
employ Tokyo Sushi Academy graduates in hands-on 
internships. Sugiyama adds that the academy also 
worked with the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries (MAFF) to do a kitchen demonstration 
and workshop for an event in New Delhi and Mombai 
called ‘Japanese Food Season–Oishii Japan in India,’ 
which ran from October 2013 to February 2014 (Oishii 
is Japanese for ‘delicious’).

Not surprisingly, foreign interest in the academy 
has risen dramatically in recent years. Originally, 
the school could only teach non-Japanese-speaking 
students on a private-lesson basis, but in 2010 the 
school began offering classes using an interpreter to 
explain the teacher’s instructions in English - and 
now over 100 foreign students have graduated.

 One week away from his own graduation, Stavros 
Manousakis, an executive chef on leave from his 
job at a hotel chain in Rhodes, Greece, is about to 
join those ranks. His employer wants to open a 
sushi restaurant in his 500-room hotel and sent 
Manousakis to Japan to train. Manousakis says that 
in Greece sushi is “now starting to be popular,” but 
at many places “it’s not exactly sushi because people 
don’t know” the proper techniques. Despite already 
having extensive experience as a chef, he says that “I 
had to forget what I knew from before … Now I learn 
the Japanese way.”

Over its 13 years of operation, the Tokyo Sushi 
Academy has graduated more than 2,000 students, 
including some 500 Japanese students who now work 

all over the world. One such student is Hiroto 
Tanaka, who, after spending five years handling 
overseas sales for an electronic components 
company, quit his job and enrolled in the one-year 
sushi chef course. After graduation, he says that 
he quickly found work in a Japanese restaurant 
in Milan, Italy. “If you apply your Sushi Academy 
learning at work, I think you can get a job that 
would normally take three to five years to obtain.”

Current student Akiko Toji, who had already 
spent eight years living in the U.S., is considering 
a similar future. Toji says she wants to work in 
Japan for a few years and then go abroad with 
the goal of “opening my own restaurant one 
day.” Toji is symbolic of the growing trend in 
female students entering what has traditionally 
been a male-dominated profession – as the 
chef’s profession still tends to be worldwide. Yet 
Sugiyama notes that in recent years the school has 
sometimes boasted as many as 50 percent female 
students. 

As a healthy, delicious and fashionable food, 
the international appeal for sushi seems far from 
satiated. The Tokyo Sushi Academy is preparing 
its students to take on the world, one slice at a 
time.  

1    Student Stavros Manousakis
2    Preparing a plate of sashimi
3    The Tokyo Sushi Academy’s kitchen
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AN UNMISTAKABLE 
AROMA

750 years of soy sauce tradition takes to the tables of 
Europe’s finest restaurants

NAYALAN MOODLEY

SOY sauce, or shoyu, is almost indispensable to 
the Japanese dining experience. There are over 
1,000 large and small soy sauce companies 

throughout the country, each with its own unique 
recipe and flavor. Out of this large field of competitors, 
how does a small brand from the quaint town of Yuasa 
in Wakayama Prefecture find its way into the kitchens 
of not one but nine Michelin-starred restaurants across 
Europe? And how has a company that makes up an 
estimated 0.01 percent of Japan’s soy sauce supply won 
Belgium’s prestigious Monde Selection Gold Quality 
Award every year since 2006?

According to Toshio Shinko, the warm-hearted 
and down-to-earth president of Yuasa Soy Sauce 
Co., Ltd., it comes down to a combination of 
history, tradition, dedication and passion. 

While there are various competing accounts 
as to how soy sauce came to Japan, in Yuasa 
it’s said it all began around 750 years ago. A 
monk who spent time in China realized that the 
local process used to make hishio, a fermented 
seasoning, was only a short step away from 
making miso, a traditional soy-based Japanese 
food product. Upon returning to Japan, the monk 
settled in the Yuasa area and began producing 
soy sauce, instructing others in the process as 

1
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well. From there, the recipe spread and evolved 
over time. 

Soy sauce is made from wheat and soybeans 
that are fermented and matured in salt water and 
koji mold spores. Yuasa Soy Sauce’s signature 
product is made using carefully selected 
ingredients all grown in Japan. The fermentation 
and brewing process is based on techniques 
perfected over 750 years in Yuasa, while the local 
water has a combination of minerals that's said 
to be particularly suited to soy sauce. While the 
vast majority of soy sauce is now made with the 
crushed remnants of soybeans that have been 
pressed for their oil, Yuasa Soy Sauce uses the 
entire bean, combining it with roasted whole 
grain wheat. Using a type of black soybean 
grown in Tanba, Kyoto Prefecture, the sauce is 
left to ferment for up to two years – as much as 
four times longer than industrial sauces. The 
combination of all these elements results in a 
flavor that's truly unlike any other soy sauce in 
Japan.

One of the factors that sets Yuasa Soy Sauce 
apart is its aroma. It’s subtle and delicate but still 
has a presence that, when paired with its slightly 
sweet taste, completely fills the olfactory senses. 
It’s the unique presence that this sauce creates 
in food that has captured the imaginations of 
European chefs and inspired them to incorporate 
it in their creations. From roasts to cakes, the 
dishes they prepare are not what one would 
typically associate with soy sauce, but this 
subtle addition to European cuisine has been 
the primary catalyst for Yuasa Soy Sauce’s global 
success.

His company’s international accolades and 
growing overseas market haven’t changed 
Shinko’s core focus, however – they’re just 
byproducts of his passion. “I don’t make soy 
sauce for the money,” he says. “I want to make 
the best soy sauce I can make, not only to show 
the world Yuasa’s history and tradition of soy-
sauce-making, but also to share that history and 
tradition with the children of Yuasa. I want them 

to grow up proud to know their small town is a 
global center that produces soy sauce the whole 
world enjoys.”

Shinko devotes much of his time and effort 
to community outreach work, collaborating 
with local farmers and school programs to not 
only teach children their town’s soy-sauce-
flavored history but also to let them experience 
every part of the soy sauce process, from 
growing soybeans all the way to cooking a meal 
they can enjoy with their sauce. In so doing, 
he hopes that future generations will continue 
to produce soy sauce in Yuasa and bring its 
unique flavor to tables around the world. 

1    Fermentation in cedar barrels laid into the floor
2    Yuasa Soy Sauce
3    The soy-sauce-making process
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SHINTARO YAMAMOTO

THE world’s top chefs are 
acclaimed for cuisine 
that pleases not only the 

tongue but the eyes as well, the 
delicate tableaux they create on 
plates truly worthy to be called 
fine art. But there are pieces of 
art that have turned the heads of 
even these chefs of late: Japanese 
Arita porcelain.

Arita porcelain has its origins 
in the town of Arita in Kyushu, 
in the west of Japan. With a 
400-year tradition, Arita is the 
oldest among Japan’s various 
porcelain-making regions, and 
Arita porcelain exported to 
Europe in the 17th century had a 
strong influence on what would 
become Germany’s Meissen 
porcelain brand. Even today, 
famous European art galleries 
and the Palace of Versailles attract 
attention with exhibits of the 
vibrant Arita porcelain of the 
period.

The five ceramic artisans 
who have inherited this legacy 
of Arita porcelain now hope to 
create modern dinnerware that 
will be just as beloved by chefs 
around the world. Hoping to 
once again broaden the appeal 
of Arita porcelain overseas, 
they've poured their efforts into 
the Product ARITA project. “I 
want to forge a new age of Arita 
porcelain and create works that 
will be around 100 years from 
now,” enthuses Shinji Terauchi, 
one of the project members and 
proprietor of Riso Ceramics. The 

PRODUCT 
ARITA:
Japanese porcelain prized 
by chefs overseas

1
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recent global boom in Japanese 
cuisine has proven favorable 
for the project, and the export 
of Arita porcelain has already 
expanded, beginning first in 
China. Arita porcelain is now 
favored among Europe’s leading 
restaurants as well.

The dinnerware offered by 
Product ARITA lends new charm 
to even the refined epicurean 
cultures of France and Spain. 
Arita porcelain’s simple yet bold 
designs form a brilliant showcase 
for the infinite creativity of 
European chefs – artists in the 
realm of cuisine. “Previously, it 
was customary for French cuisine 
to be served in the very center of 
the plate,” Terauchi says. “But 
now chefs often use the entire 
plate for serving, making the 
most of the white space and using 
flat plates similar to Japanese 
dinnerware. Chefs paint pictures 
with their cuisine, using the 
plate as a canvas. This method 
of self-expression through the 
arrangement of food on tableware 
is akin to the food culture we 
see in Japan – where we have the 
idea that we should enjoy not 
just the meal but the vessel as 
well. It might even be said that 
the current trend toward dishes 
that use seasonal ingredients, 
and of highlighting the quality of 
the ingredients themselves, also 
takes a cue from Japanese cuisine. 
The chefs of the world are now 
looking for canvases on which 
they can beautifully present their 
own creations. Perhaps the next 
stage in that process will be to 

demand frames that show off 
their works to greater effect.” 

Terauchi also looks to his 
legacy: “The styles and trends of 
cuisine will change in the future. I 
believe that, with our 400 years of 
tradition and craft, we can meet 
any expectations, no matter what 
the customer’s needs may be.”

As he creates his porcelain, 
Terauchi says it’s important 
for him to have conversations 
with his chef clients, and see 
them in person, to discuss the 
sorts of dinnerware they need. 
His approach of keeping his 
customers in mind while meeting 
the finest details of their needs 
may explain why the world’s top 
chefs are so satisfied with his 
work.

“I believe that being able to 
continually create such high-
quality works of art is a strength 
of Japanese craftsmanship,” 
Takeuchi says. At Riso Ceramics, 
every step of porcelain-making 
is performed by hand, and the 
high quality that results from 
this meticulous and painstaking 
process is winning the absolute 
confidence of customers overseas.

As it elevates chefs at the top of 
their craft to even further heights, 
the future promises a new age 
for Arita porcelain. As they 
venture into markets overseas, 
the porcelain-making artisans 
embody the very essence of 
Japanese craftsmanship. Thanks 
to their efforts, this traditional 
craft will surely live on for 
another 100 years. 

1    Arita porcelain at the Riso  
      Ceramics workshop
2    Making Arita porcelain at Riso  
      Ceramics
3    Riso Ceramics’ Arita porcelain
4    Shinji Terauchi
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Hanami
SELENA HOY

A few pale pink petals drift lazily down, 
their gentle descent framed by a blue 
spring sky, every whisper of the breeze 

sending them dancing on a detour from their 
fluttering journey to the earth. With such a 
subtle hue, one could be forgiven for mistaking 
them at first glance for white. But viewed against 
the few stray wisps of cloud, it’s possible to see 
these cherry blossom petals are indeed a delicate 
pink. 

Of course, cherry blossoms can range in color 
from creamy white to deep pink depending on 
the species of the tree, and every spring a kind of 
dreamy craze comes over the whole of Japan as 
all of its cherry trees, or sakura, begin to bloom. 
At this time of year more than any other, the 
whole country stops to reflect and marvel at the 
beauty of nature and transience of life. 

The practice of admiring the cherry blossoms 
is known in Japan as hanami — literally, ‘flower 
viewing.’ The most popular way to practice hanami 
is to have a picnic under a cherry tree, and while 
any cherry tree will do, some parks and castles are 
famous for having hundreds or even thousands 
of them. A few particularly special places include 
Hirosaki Castle in Aomori Prefecture, Shinjuku 
Gyoen in Tokyo, Arashiyama in Kyoto and 
Kumamoto Castle in Kumamoto. But you’re never 
far from a cherry tree almost no matter where you 
happen to be in Japan. 

During hanami season, it’s not unusual to 
attend several blossom-viewing parties. You might 
celebrate once with your family, another time with 
school friends, again with your co-workers and still 
again with your friends from a club or hobby. 

Once the picnic blankets and ground cloths 
are spread out, it’s time to break out the food and 
drinks! Adults like to drink sake and beer, and 

Cherry Blossom Viewing
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花見
everyone eats delicious, boxed bento lunches. 
Some people just buy their food at a convenience 
store, but for a special experience, exquisite 
stacked and lacquered lunch boxes are filled 
with scrumptious treats like inari-zushi (sushi 
rice wrapped in sweet tofu skins), tamago-yaki 
(Japanese-style rolled omelets) and onigiri (rice 
balls). It’s also possible to eat the leaves and petals 
of the cherry trees themselves. Popular ways to 
do this include eating the leaves with mochi (soft 
pounded rice cake) or pickling the blossoms. What 
a pleasure to lounge under a pink cherry tree while 
plucking delectable morsels out of a beautifully 
painted lunch box! 

Hanami has a long tradition in Japan. In ancient 
times, blossoming cherry trees told farmers of 
the coming of spring and the beginning of the 
planting season. The way the blossoms fell was 
even said to predict how good the year’s rice crop 
was going to be - so people would go among the 

cherry trees and offer sacred wine in the hopes of a 
good harvest. More than a millennium ago, people in 
the royal court used to like composing poetry just for 
flower viewing. 

People still eagerly anticipate the start of the hanami 
season today, and there are special announcements 
on the news about where the sakura have started to 
bloom and when people can expect the blossoms to 
arrive in their local area. Some people even travel with 
the blooms as they spread northward, wending their 
way from the southernmost prefecture of Okinawa in 
January to the northern tip of Hokkaido in May.

As beautiful as hanami is, it’s also brief. In just a 
week or so, that fluffy field of pinky white above the 
trees will have tumbled down to blanket the grass. A 
week after that, the trees will be green and those pink 
flurries will only be a memory, blown off by the wind 
and washed away by the spring rains. All that remains 
will be a reminder to appreciate fleeting beauty while 
it’s there.  
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THE SuMIRe Project is a Japanese-led 
international research project being 
carried out by the University of Tokyo 

and headed by Professor Hitoshi Murayama, 
director of the Kavli Institute for the Physics 
and Mathematics of the Universe (Kavli 
IPMU). An acronym of Subaru Measurement 
of Images and Redshifts, the project aims to 
investigate the dark matter and dark energy 
that make up the majority of space, with the 
hope of explaining the origin and future of 
the universe.

So, just what are dark matter and dark 
energy?

You'll of course be familiar with the 
Milky Way Galaxy. Our Milky Way is 
surrounded by clusters of hundreds or 
thousands of other galaxies, and these 
galaxy clusters are all moving at different 
speeds. This movement was thought to be 
the result of the gravitational pull of each 
galaxy on the others, but years of research 
has led to the discovery of galaxies moving 
at speeds that cannot have been generated 
by the gravity resulting only from the mass 
of their visible constituents. Thus, scientists 
proposed the universe is filled with an 
unknown substance that makes up this 
invisible mass in space and have come to 
call that substance ‘dark matter.’

Dark energy is thought to be related 
to the universe’s expansion. For years, 
physicists believed that the universe is still 

expanding as a result of the Big Bang, but 
eventually that expansion will slow down 
due to the interaction between space-time 
and the material content of the universe. 
As a result, the universe will either begin to 
contract, ultimately leading to its collapse, 
or decelerate to an infinitely low rate of 
expansion. However, recent research 
suggests that, far from slowing down, the 
expansion of the universe is somehow 
accelerating. ‘Dark energy’ is the name that 
has been applied to the force causing this 
acceleration.

Murayama advocated a massive 
observation effort to shed light on dark 
matter and dark energy to solve these 
riddles of the universe: the SuMIRe Project. 
From its beginnings at the University of 
Tokyo, this momentous Japanese science 
project has grown into an international 
group as Murayama’s proposal gained 
worldwide recognition, with like-minded 
research teams around the world asking to 
participate. 

Their base of observation is the Subaru 
Telescope, located on the summit of 
Hawaii's Mauna Kea and operated by the 
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan 
(NAOJ). The telescope has been fitted with 
the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) ultra-wide-
field camera and the ultra-wide-field Prime 
Focus Spectrograph (PFS), instruments 
developed specifically for this project at 
immense cost, with surveys set to begin 
in 2014. These instruments will make it 

The SuMIRe Project
Momentous, Japan-led dark matter 
and dark energy research

Professor Hitoshi 
Murayama
Director of the 
Kavli Institute for 
the Physics and 
Mathematics of 
the Universe (Kavli 
IPMU).
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possible to obtain, from the earth’s surface, 
imagery deeper and more extensive than 
that of the Hubble Telescope, with a huge 
resolution of nearly 900 megapixels and image 
quality reportedly approaching that of Hubble. 
Research that was previously expected to take 
decades now has the potential to see results in 
the next ten years. This technology will make 
it possible to survey a 3D ‘map’ of the universe, 
which scientists are calling a ‘space census.’

Researchers at the University of Tokyo are 
also hoping this investigation will go beyond 
the elucidation of dark matter and dark energy, 
bringing additional benefits by encouraging 
the next generation of talent through the 
results achieved by a Japanese-led team 
of technicians and researchers. Moreover, 
they're confident the project’s technological 
innovations will both contribute to societal 
progress and bring economic benefits to Japan. 
It looks like we can expect great results from 
the SuMIRe Project over the next ten years. 

Computer image of dark matter distribution through the universe

Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) mounting apparatus



S
ATOSHI Sugie is on a mission to 
develop a new kind of personal 
mobility device – one that offers stylish 
and fun movement for everyone. After 

just a year’s work, his prototype blew the public 
away at the 42nd Tokyo Motor Show 2011, and 
he's now bringing the complete, upgraded 
model to market for 2014. 

Born in 1982 in Hamamatsu City, Shizuoka 
Prefecture, Sugie became interested in 
engineering during his university years. “I met 
a designer from Nissan and I realized that I 
like to create new things – to manufacture new 
things,” he says. 

He joined Nissan as a company engineer, but 
for Sugie, design wasn’t a career but a passion. 
“I didn’t want to do this as a job,” he says. “I 
wanted to do this because I liked it. Seeing 
how the products I made had the potential to 
quickly gain global recognition, I dreamed of 
designing something that would do just that. 
I didn’t really care about cars but about the 
international aspect of creating a product that 
would impact the whole world.”

Sugie’s global passion led him to leave Nissan 
after a few years. Deciding it would benefit 
him to learn Chinese, a language spoken by 

Satoshi Sugie designs 
personal mobility for 

the next generation

LUCA MAJERO

Cool 
Mobility
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one-sixth of people on Earth, he first went to 
teach Japanese in China. With a great spirit of 
adventure, he then went on to explore Bolivia, 
Laos, Papua New Guinea, Uzbekistan and 
numerous other countries.

In 2010, he met a Japanese wheelchair 
user who told him that he was embarrassed 
to be seen outside: “I’m giving up on going 
to the convenience store 100 meters down 
the street,” the man is reported to have said. 
Moved by this confession, Sugie gathered 
some of his engineering friends and together 
they decided to “make something that will 
make this person feel ‘cool’ to go outside – 
something we ourselves would want to use,” 
Sugie explains. 

The group met every weekend for about 
a year, like a club pursuing a hobby. Their 
efforts culminated in the WHILL Concept. 
Resembling a giant set of modern headphones, 
it was essentially an electrical engine 
designed to be placed over the wheels of an 
ordinary wheelchair, providing automated 
driving power with a cool, space-age image. 

This prototype, built on the principle of ‘smart 
aggressive flight,’ received a great deal of attention at 
the Tokyo Motor Show, even in spite of some lingering 
problems such as its excessive width and difficulty 
keeping below the legally proscribed speed. “We didn’t 
expect such a powerful reaction,” Sugie says. “People 
looked at our wheelchair and said, ‘Where did you get 
that? I want to buy one, too!’” Refusing to stop with a 
mere prototype, Sugie decided to focus on this project 
exclusively and mass produce the device to make it 
available to everyone who expressed an interest. With this 
in mind, in 2012 he founded WHILL, Inc., with offices in 
Tokyo and California, to manufacture the next generation 
of personal mobility.

Going beyond the level of a mere motorized add-on, 
the company’s latest creation, the WHILL type-A, is 
a standalone, personal mobility device that advances 
traditional wheelchairs to the age of slick, modern design. 
Not only does it offer greater off-road mobility, a smaller 
frame, better maneuverability and a more comfortable 
seat than a standard wheelchair, it also looks cooler than 
anything else available in the same price range. Presently 
priced at $9,500, in June 2013 the WHILL type-A won the 
top award in the life science category at Launch: Silicon 
Valley, a major product launch event co-presented by 
Silicon Valley networking group SVForum, venture capital 
fund Garage Technology Ventures and Microsoft.

The prize is well deserved, but it’s received in the spirit 
of pursuing a dream, and Sugie says there's still much to 
be done: “We only recently began production, and we’re 
working to bring our customers a product they can be 
satisfied with.” For Sugie, it seems the achievement of any 
one goal only lays the foundation for the next. 

1    Satoshi Sugie
2    The WHILL type-A in action
3    The WHILL type-A controller
4    The WHILL type-A is compact
5    The WHILL type-A allows users to sit up comfortably
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NOAM KATZ

M IYAZAKI 
is a largely 
mountainous 
prefecture 

occupying much of Kyushu’s 
eastern coastline. Palm trees 
in the south are distinctive of 
the area’s subtropical climate, 
which has helped make it 
a popular domestic travel 
destination. Most importantly, 
however, Miyazaki occupies 
a special place in Japanese 
history for a mountain town 
called Takachiho. For it was 
here the deity Ninigi-no-
Mikoto, grandson of the sun 
goddess Amaterasu, is said to 
have descended to Earth.

With some 1.3 million 
tourists per year, Takachiho 
is Miyazaki’s most-
frequented sightseeing spot. 
A visit to Takachiho Shrine is 
an excellent way to become 
familiar with the legends that 
swirl around this region like 
the early-morning mountain 
mist. The steps leading up to 
the cedar-enveloped shrine 
are not straight but diagonal, 
which Ayu Yano of the 
town’s tourism and planning 
department explains is out 
of respect to the deities 
enshrined there, as the angle 
enables visitors to avoid 
presenting their backsides to 
the gods upon leaving. Two 
cedar trees on the shrine’s 

Visiting the cradle of Japan

grounds have been bound 
together with a shimenawa 
sacred Shinto straw rope, 
and it’s said a couple can 
strengthen their relationship 
by walking hand-in-hand 
around the trees three times.

Takachiho is famous for 
its yokagura dance. The 
dance has no less than 33 
parts and starts late in the 
afternoon, extending well 
into the following morning. 
Performers don large 
masks and, accompanied 
by traditional Japanese 
instruments such as flutes 
and drums, reenact such 
scenes as the time Amaterasu 
hid herself in the nearby 
Amanoiwato cave, depriving 

MIyazaki
Takachiho Gorge
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the world of light and leading 
the other gods to make varied 
attempts to lure her out. This full 
performance is held annually 
from November to February to 
give thanks for the year’s harvest, 
but an hour-long glimpse of the 
dance can be seen every night at 
8 p.m. in a performance hall at 
Takachiho Shrine.

Amaterasu’s sacred cave can 
be found by Amanoiwato Shrine, 
a few kilometers northeast of 
Takachiho Shrine. While visitors 
cannot enter or photograph the 
cave itself, priests at the shrine, 
whose main buildings are located 
facing it across the Iwato River, 
can escort visitors to a vantage 
point and explain its significance 
in Japanese. A ten-minute walk 

from there leads to another cave 
along the river where the gods 
are said to have deliberated ways 
to persuade Amaterasu to leave 
her retreat. This cave includes 
the small Amano Yasukawara 
Shrine, replete with little towers 
of stacked stones representing 
the wishes and prayer requests of 
previous visitors. 

Heading back to the south of 
the town, the blue-green waters 
of the Gokase River flow through 
the picturesque Takachiho Gorge. 
Formed by lava flowing from 
nearby Mount Aso an estimated 
90,000 to 120,000 years ago, 
water has worn down the rock 
to create dramatic cliff walls. 
These are best experienced from 
a rented rowboat, which allows 

one to appreciate the unique 
rock formations and the 17-meter 
Manai Falls, listed among the 
One Hundred Waterfalls of 
Japan compiled by the Japanese 
Ministry of the Environment 
in 1991. Japanese maples and 
other native trees extend a leafy 
canopy over the gorge, said to be 
particularly beautiful when the 
leaves turn vivid red and orange 
in the fall.

Clean mountain air and 
gorgeous scenery are reasons 
enough to visit Takachiho, but 
Yano notes perhaps the best 
reason of all: “This is said to be 
the place where Japan was born,” 
she says. If you haven’t visited, 
it’s time to go!  

Amano Yasukawara ShrineAmaterasu represented in the yokagura dance

Takachiho Gorge MiyazakiSpring at Takachiho Gorge Takachiho Shrine
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HELEN LANGFORD

N OZAWA Onsen 
is located in 
northern Nagano 
Prefecture, host 

of the 1998 Winter Olympic 
Games. With 30 distinct hot 
springs and 13 public onsen, 
or soto-yu, Nozawa Onsen 
has been renowned for its 
hot springs since the Edo 
period. The soto-yu, cared 
for by a villagers’ association 
called yu-nakama (‘hot water 
friends’), are open from 6 
a.m. to 11 p.m., and are free 
to use. The water runs very 
hot, though some – including 
O-yu, the best-known soto-yu 
– have cold-water taps to help 

bring the temperature down. 
And one, Kumanotearaiyu, 
hovers at a ‘cool,’ 41 to 42 
degrees Celsius.

Free bathing means 
Spartan bathing, with no 
towels or soap provided. 
For a fancier soak, there are 
a few paid options, such as 
Furusato no Yu and SPArena, 
the latter offering bathing-
suit-required family-friendly 
soaking (at child-friendly 
temperatures) as well as 
traditional birthday-suit-
only baths. 

The source of Nozawa’s 
soto-yu is Ogama, a spring 
that reaches temperatures of 
90 degrees Celsius and is also 
used as the ‘village kitchen.’ 

Hot water from the  
sleeping mountain

Virtually all the town’s 
ryokan (Japanese-style inns) 
use hot water from Ogama 
to cook the onsen tamago 
(hot-spring eggs) served with 
breakfast - and villagers 
use it to cook vegetables 
and soften the akebi vines 
used to weave the baskets 
and knickknacks for which 
Nozawa Onsen is famous. 
Though the ‘village kitchen’ 
is off limits to visitors, those 
interested in making their 
own onsen tamago can drop 
their own eggs into any of 
the various small hot spring 
baths reserved for onsen 
tamago around town. The 
20-minute cooking time 
offers the perfect interval to 
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pop into the nearest ashi-yu (foot 
bath).

Nozawa Onsen’s bounty of hot 
springs is a result of its location 
at the foot of Mount Kenashi, 
an old volcano. Covered with 
beautiful forests, the mountain 
is also crisscrossed with ski 
slopes offering 10 kilometers 
of trails. With a vertical drop 
of 1,085 meters, a terrain 
park, a play area for children 
and snowshoeing tours, it’s 
got something for everyone. 
And it's easily accessible from 
town with a moving sidewalk 
carrying visitors from the town 
to the slopes for free. If you time 
your trip right, you can even 
experience Nozawa Onsen’s 
Dosojin Matsuri, one of Japan’s 

three big fire festivals, held every 
year on January 15. Consisting 
of fire battles centered around a 
massive wooden shaden (pavilion) 
– with one team fighting to light 
the shaden ablaze while the 
opposing team defends – the 
festival is a sight not to be missed.

Nozawa Onsen continues to 
entertain past the spring thaw, 
first with delicious mountain 
vegetables and then with 
mountain biking, hiking and 
camping in the summer. In 
fall, fiery-hued foliage takes 
center stage, with hikes through 
Uenotaira-kogen, a national park, 
being the recommended activity.

When it comes to food, 
regional fare is always the way to 
go. Though known for the usual 

Nagano Prefecture specialties – 
soba noodles, manju (steamed 
cakes filled with sweet bean 
paste) and oyaki (steamed 
buns with various fillings) – 
Nozawa Onsen’s most famous 
contribution to the Japanese 
culinary world is nozawa-na, 
a leafy vegetable traditionally 
pickled and served as a side 
dish. Now found in flavored 
toppings, rice crackers and even 
ice cream, nozawa-na is almost 
as ubiquitous as the hot springs 
and the sound of water splashing 
through the town. 

Come for a soak, come for the 
slopes or come for a seasonal 
ramble – Nozawa Onsen is the 
place to be! 

NaganoO-yu

Onsen tamagoOgama, source of  Nozawa's soto-yu

The Dosojin Matsuri
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Take-no-ko gohan
Take-no-ko (bamboo shoots) are considered 

a spring delicacy in Japan. Bamboo shoots 
get bitter and hard the longer they grow, so it’s 
important to harvest them early. To further 
reduce the harsh flavor, the shoots are pre-
boiled with rice bran to prepare them for use in 
other cooking. Take-no-ko gohan (steamed rice 

and bamboo shoots) is a common springtime 
dish in Japanese households, and the shoots can 
also be eaten simmered (take-no-ko no nimono) 
or simply pre-boiled (take-no-ko no sashimi). 
Bamboo is known for its quick growth and high 
nutritional value, so it’s a great food to try in 
this season of rejuvenation!
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